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Scripture-based ministry. Space forbids the inclusion of the details
of the sacrifice required; but only an utmost willingness to sacrifice
and an uttermost faith in God kept them true to the task. As we
contemplate their devotion there seems to echo across the years the
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Besides the undeniable

obligation we have to the founders of
this institution, we also have an obligation to those who have carried
on across the
intervening years. The trying times of the great de
of
the
thirties came only a few years after the Seminary was
pression
founded. Even long established schools failed at that time. Only by
prayer, sacrifice, and unyielding efforts did this school continue
grow. Across the years of World War II and the decades that
have followed, prayer and perseverance have prevailed. Today
Asbury is one of the leading seminaries of the nation. What a debt
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obligation, however, reaches beyond the classroom. Out
in the world's highways and byways lie a multitude in the darkness
of despair. Nothing but the Gospel can bring light and hope to such
hopelessness. The decline of Western prestige in our world is
primarily due to the eclipse of the Gospel within the Protestant
tradition. With other Evangelicals we seek to hold the line against
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AFFIRMATION OF LOYALTY
I

accept this position on the faculty of Asbury Theological
Seminary with a firm belief that my affirmation of loyalty to this

institution coincides with my dedication to God and the Gospel. An
ultimate obligation rests upon me. It is ultimate horizontally because
it extends to every son of Adam's race. It is ultimate vertically
because it is to God who called me and entrusted me with this task.
Asbury is a confessional school; it has guidelines which give

theologically and philosophically. Yet in no sense is our
obligation merely to an established confession. Behind the present
confession stands the eternal fact, and our theological position is
not determined by past trends but by present truth. In a day when
doctrine, in all too many places, has deteriorated to theological
relatives and meaningless cliches, we proclaim a Gospel founded
and one which is filled
upon the certainty of God's eternal Word,
with the dynamic of the Holy Spirit. In a day when coercive ecumen
ical uniformity is being heralded as a substitute for Holy Spirit
once delivered
unity, we earnestly proclaim "the faith which was
unto the saints." The various theological trends of today, however,
are to be
are not to be ignored or rejected without examination; they
evaluated. Such an opportunity is welcomed with the consciousness
standard
that God's revelation in the Scriptures remains a reliable
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measurement.
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calculated that for our world to have happened by chance it would
take enough chances that the figures themselves would reach around
the world thirty-five times. Sir James Jeans has calculated that it
would take 100,000,000 years for 100,000 monkeys pecking on
100,000 typewriters to happen by chance upon the plays of Shake
^
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far beyond anything known to former generations, but ultimate reality
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Having rejected God's Word we find ourselves without certainty
in any area. This is especially disastrous in our philosophy of
history. What does the future hold? Does life have any meaning?
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his

day, but who ultimately determines destiny? With philosophy
totally confused, and Christian theology at a stalemate, with a
world looking on in fear of the "things which are coming on the
earth," we can with the certainty of God's eternal Word proclaim a
Gospel of ultimate victory.
Christian philosophy is the Siamese twin of Christian theology;
the latter cannot exist without the former. Because of this intimate
relation of philosophy to theology it merits Christian evaluation and

interpretation.

